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Details of Visit:

Author: BD
Location 2: Bletchley
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 16 Jun 2016 11:30
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: MKE Finest
Website: http://www.miltonkeynesescorts.com
Phone: 01908696559

The Premises:

MKE's new premises in Fenny Stratford. Feels slightly more cramped than the old premises in
CMK, but clean and perfectly adequate. At has a discrete entrance from the free car park, so easy
to park up and arrive bang on time.

The Lady:

Awesome, just awesome. Flawless pale skin, long red-brown hair, slim, petite, and very pretty.
Amber also has the most perfect small breasts topped off with coral pink nipples. She is also polite,
chatty and very obliging. A real 10 out of 10.

The only fault I can find is that Amber is really not photogenic. Somehow the new website pics that
were taken only this morning make her look a couple of dress sizes bigger than she actually is.  

The Story:

Having not been to MKE for a while I was tempted by the recent arrival of lots of new girls, and
Amber's description fit the bill nicely. I arrived bang on time and had just a short wait for Amber to
be free. In truth this was a bonus because I got to watch the other girls getting ready for their
customers. As usual with HoD the it's hard to tell the maid from the other girls (what happened to
maids being much older?!)

Once in the room Amber hid any nerves well (this was her first morning in the job) and we hit the
bed for a gentle GFE to start. The time flew by with the young lady agreeing to everything I
requested, and despite me being three times her age did a very good impression of having a good
time. To go into detail doesn't seem appropriate for such a beautiful young lady, but suffice to say
that I left extremely satisfied and already planning my next visit.

So, 20 mins later I was back on the phone, and two hours after that Amber was helping me out of
my clothes once more. Six punters without a break hadn't diminished her enthusiasm and we were
soon right back where we left off. I left a happy man once more.

Thank you young lady, see you very soon.
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